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4 Day Shooting Experience in Estonia
Who we are:
List of life Event is a London based company who have been running for 14 years, we specialise in organising socials, corporate
activities and weekend trips. Our creative team of event organisers have come up with a range of activities that are thought
provoking, mind stimulating and even stress relieving.

The Overview
Choose a pistol and survival or rifle and unarmed combat with this 4 day shooting experience in Estonia, coached by former
Special Forces personnel.

Pistol and Survival
Our pistol experience includes professional instruction and firing of a variety of handguns including the Glock and CZ 9mm as
used by the military and perfect for those with no prior experience. This adrenaline rush shooting experience includes weapon
drills, basic pistol manipulation, shooting positions, malfunction drills and of course a variety of shoots to test your teams new
found skills culminating in a competition to determine the best shot! Learn about the key elements of survival including shelter
building, fire making, water sourcing and catching and preparing food.

Rifle and Unarmed Combat
Our rifle experience includes professional instruction and firing of a variety of rifles including the AR 15, AK-47 and CZ 858.
Weapons training including stripping and assembling, stoppage drills and of course a variety of shoots to test your teams new
found skills. Culminating in a competition to determine the best shot. Incorporated within this package is the opportunity to
participate in unarmed combat. Learn several fascinating techniques in how to maximize body weight, various strikes, throws
and locks to defeat an opponent.
This four-day shooting experience includes:

●
●
●
●
●

Airport and training venue transfers from Tallinn to Parnu
Accommodation and Food
Weapons, ancillaries and ammunition
All personal protective equipment including ear protection and safety glasses
Tuition by former Special Forces personnel

Benefits

If you are interested in what you’ve read above then please get in touch!

